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About X-Files Pro
X-Files Pro will give some powerful tools to the Final Cut Pro X user.

Handling volumes/drives with is both easy and difficult. There are good tutorials and great software available
to handle events and projects. But depending on how backups are made they may fail -- not in a sense of
wrong functionality. Itʼs just the way backups can be created outside of Final Cut Pro X. So for example
“cloned” drives can create error messages within Final Cut Pro X since some events and projects have the
same ID which leads to a collision inside the internal database of Final Cut Pro X.
X-Files Pro can help those who need to manage drive handling better for their daily workflow. There are
many utilities out there which handle mounting and un-mounting of disks. But none of them is targeted towards Final Cut Pro X workflows -- and none of them work in a “batch mode”.
With X-Files Pro you can create your own “mounted disk set” for each job with some simple clicks.
This can be handy as well when not working with Final Cut Pro X but other applications.
X-Files Pro includes the functionality of the meanwhile famous CreateDiskImage application. Disk images
are handled as local volumes. This allows to manage customers, events and projects in an easy way by using sparse images or sparse bundles. Sparse Disk Images can be anywhere. They can grow (up to a predefined size) they can be expanded to a new size (as long there is enough space on the volume they reside
on) and they can be compacted to optimize used space. Everything with a few clicks. Sparse Disk Images
are also great for backups.
The last -- and probably most complex option -- is to handle events and projects and their relations, to view
them and decide how to handle them in a daily environment. Hiding or showing events, plus un-mounting or
mounting disks can speed up the performance of Final Cut Pro X dramatically.
X-Files Pro allows to create backup copies of your projects and events in a way it was done with legacy Final
Cut Pro -- difference is that all events and projects are checked to make sure that not a “forgotten” one is
lost. This can be done manually for all projects and/or events in one easy step. It can also be done automatically while X-Files Pro is running in the background. To go back to a former version is just a few clicks away.
X-Files Pro also will repair paths structures of accidentally moved events or projects even if there is a “CurrentVersion” only.
X-Files Pro can give you an survey of all used media for any event or project on local volumes without ever
touching an XML.
Working with events and projects the application relies in many cases on the powerful Spotlight functions of
Mac OS X, but that also means non local volumes will not work in several cases.
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Feature Overview
Volumes
• Disk Image Handling (Creation, Batch-Resize, Batch-Compact, Search -- also for AFP Volumes, Spotlight
Indexing)
• Volume Batch-Mounts, Batch-Unmounts
Events & Projects
• Event/Project Scan, all - wherever they are on local volumes - Events/Projects will be analyzed regarding "
"
Relations, Source Media and ID Collisions
• Context-Sensitive Hide/Show
• Manual Versioning/Backup/Restore
• Auto-Repair for bad file paths
• Auto-Repair for ID collisions
• Spotlight Index & Find
• Source Media Lists
• Project Video FX Lists
Events & Projects Automatic
• Version Control (saves a timestamped copy of Events/Projects within the original folder)
• Backup (Safes a zipped copy of Events/Projects to a selected folder or drive -- even on Dropbox or NAS
devices)
Tools
• Delete all Render Files
• Delete all 'Old Version' files
• Global Spotlight 'Finder Info' find on local volumes
• Copy Cam-Cards (using an embedded application)
XML
• Mount/Unmount XML setups
• Project FCPXML Search for needed Events etc. (requires a scan of all Events/Projects)
Missing Features
• A good manual
• Mouse-Over hints
• Not NFS/SAN compatible for Events/Projects
• Better performance
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Quick Tour
Starting X-Files Pro may display a panel that asks how to proceed.

It is recommended to quit Final Cut Pro X in most cases.

Preferences Window
Once the application is launched you set up several handling options. Not all of them will be available in the
free version. Some of them are in internal beta testing right know and wonʼt be available as well.
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Volumes Window
Launching the application it will first check for all local available disks and mounted disk images on the current machine. All the disks will be listed -- except the startup disk , “Recovery HDs”, “Install Images”, SANs
and network attached drives. Latter wonʼt be visible for Final Cut Pro anyway, so it doesnʼt make sense to list
them. But you can use them to store DMGs or for backup -- same with SAN volumes.

The main window will show all of these with some additional information.
Now you can select a bunch of disks to either mount or unmount them in a batch. The application will do the
same as for example DiskUtitility, but as a batch procedure without the need of clicking each single volume
to mount or unmount -- though you can do it as well.
One important thing to understand is the difference between “Unmount” and “Eject”. “Unmount” will keep the
volume in OS memory, while “Eject” wonʼt do that, additionally “Eject” will also eject all volumes on the selected disk you try to eject. So use “Eject” very carefully.

Just double click a disk to mount or unmount, dependent on its current state.
If a process fails because some application claims to use this volume an error will be displayed.
In case X-Files Pro is idle (open but not in use) it will update the disk data base every 60 seconds. This is
both good and bad. Good thing is that the drives wonʼt go to “sleep” so Final Cut Pro X always have access
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to the drives even if Final Cut Pro X is idle. Bad thing is that the computer canʼt “sleep” as there is always
activity.
Ejecting a drive will spin down the drive or in case it is a USB drive or a Disk Image remove it from the available list of volumes. Partitions of a disk canʼt be ejected.
Finally you can save some money by just power on only the drives you need.

You can set up a basic “mounting scheme” which can be saved to an XML file.

It shows the same listing which was created at the time of the launch of the application without the commands how to handle the drives.
You can select several volumes and keep them either as “always mount”, “never mount” or leave them as a
“custom decision”.
These settings can be saved as “spxml”. It is a simple and easy understandable custom format which can be
edited in text editors or XML editors (if you dare). The format will be explained in the appendix.

Once you have saved the file you always can double-click the above file icon in the Finder. diskHandler will
open and compare the “saved disk set” against the “available disk set”. All disks will compared by their individual UUID and not the name or mount point -- you might have changed connections since the last time you
used the app. Disks without a UUID or new disks will always be considered as a “custom decision”.
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Sparse Images
You can create a Sparsebundle or Sparseimage DMG anywhere on any volume with is visible to your machine. When creating DMGs on remote volumes make sure to have the permission to read/write on that volume. DMGs always should be on the root level of this volume to be recovered later.
There are some options.

Choose the type (sparse bundles are more safe) enter the size and maybe some Spotlight info divided by
returns.
Sparsebundle DMGs are kind of folders in a folder rather than one file in case of sparseimages. In case of
corruption there is a better chance to repair all or at least parts of it with sparsebundle DMGs -- just using
DiskUtility.
Another thing why sparsebundle DMGs should be preferred is that they can be flagged with a 'Spotlight
Finder Info' which can be retrieved even if those sparsebundle DMGs are on a remote volume -- that's not
possible with a sparseimage DMG (though you can flag them with a 'Spotlight Finder Info' if they are on a
local attached drive).
Creating a Final Cut Pro X structure makes this virtual volume ready for use with Final Cut Pro X and X-Files
Pro with the needed folders. Adding the the sparse disk to the mount list will reflect the state of this disk image in the main interface and Finder.
You can also can do a search for all available sparse images on your local drives using the “Disk Image
Handling...” menu, or press “cmd - opt - ,”.

Within the window you can mount or unmount a disk image, set a new bigger size and even “batch compact”
several to do a kind of “spring cleaning” to save disk space temporarily.
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Spotlight Search
X-Files Pro includes a simple Spotlight search for local volumes.

It will show those files or folders which do have the matching expression you entered for the query. The
name, type and path are displayed. You can double click an item and depending of itʼs kind it will revealed in
Finder or in case it is a disk image it will mount.
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Events and Projects
Using the Event and Project option will do a Spotlight search to find all “CurrentVersion.fcpevent” and
“CurrentVersion.fcpproject” files on the available local volumes.
It will analyze the files by a non destructive SQL query for the files, analyze the file paths and then compare
all events and projects and needed media files.
The result is a side by side comparison of events and projects which allows to see project/event relations, ID
collisions, used media and for projects the used video templates.
As mentioned above it is complex and time consuming!
Events can have a lot of projects involved, hiding them in one or the other way the involved project will show
errors in Final Cut Pro X. Hiding a project is no problem, but showing it might be a problem if the the involved
events and media are not visible or available. Hiding an event may cause problems since there might be involved projects, showing an event on the other hand doesnʼt make a problem at all (as long all media are
available).
Not all of the interface options are available for the user right now!

The “Event and Project” window -- once it shows up -- displays all relevant information about both events
and projects. The “V” column means the event or project is visible for Final Cut Pro X, the “D” column tells
you that there is something going wrong with this event or project.
To understand what means visible or invisible you have to understand the options for “visible or invisible”. If
an event or project does not have the file path Final Cut Pro X requires it is not visible for Final Cut Pro X but
at least for the current user in Finder, if the file path includes a user which is not the current user it is not visible for Final Cut Pro X and the current user, if an event is set to “hidden” it wonʼt be visible for Final Cut Pro
X and any user.
When the table shows the the warning icon for a event or project it doesnʼt fulfill some of the requirements
Final Cut Pro X needs to work with this event or project properly. But in some cases this can be fixed.
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Within the Final Cut Pro manual there is is a graphic which shows a simplified structure of related media,
event and projects.

(Copyright for above graphic: Apple Computer)

This graphic is somehow “over-simplified” as normally there are more than just one hard disk and more than
one event. But it it gives a good idea where to start thinking about your media management.

Thinking about that is the approach of X-Files Pro. Once you click an event or project it will show you the
relations.

So you can see for example all projects related to an event and whether they are visible or not.
Clicking one of projects will show the relevant event data.
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In the example the selected project uses 2 events where both are visible -- none of them seems to have a
problem.
Clicking on of the column headers will sort the table, using the popups will display only the Events/Projects
on the selected volume.
The “Show Video FX list” allows to see all used video effects and their path -- this is an additional help in
case you want to transfer a project to another machine.
Using the “Show Media List” for the event will give you more information about the needed media.

The two check marks at the beginning of a table row tell you that everything is “double-checked” and you
wonʼt have a problem. The “A” shows that the alias is found, the “O” shows that the original file is found as
well. The source media path might be empty in case the original media is already in the “Original Media”
folder.
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Selecting one of the rows and double-click it will follow the path of the media and either reveals it in Finder or
just open it with itʼs default application.

Using this feature is somehow a fun part of the application.
So you can click a movie to open in QT Player and a sound file in iTunes and play them together to see what
“sound floor” does match best.

Using another project may give you the following result.

In this case both the needed alias media and the real media are missing for the last item. You still can use
Finder to search for the media name and move it to the right place in case it is found.

missing stuff .......
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shows that this volume is not available. So to make this second example project work you need the “another
new customer” volume. You can use the Spotlight search or standard search to find the volume manually
and mount it.

Once you succeeded the media info (when you update) will change and you can maybe make your project
visible.

A double-click on the first example project (to make it visible) will display a panel which tells you that either
more media or events are needed.

If -- in this case -- you continue the mentioned event will be made visible.
A totally “Motion Template based” project (like with subtitles only) doesnʼt need any thing, so you can hide or
show it whenever you want.

Hiding or showing an event is just the other way round. Making an event visible is no problem and doesnʼt
affect any project. Hiding an event may affect many projects.
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If you continue all the listed projects will be hidden.

Open Final Cut Pro XML (Projects only)
You can export a project as XML from Final Cut Pro X. This XML only includes basic settings - so itʼs no replacement for a backup. But using this XML with X-Files Pro you can easily figure out whether all Media/
Events for this project are available and where they are located.

Saving a “CurrentVersion” backup
Even though you can do backups without using XFPʼs “Event & Project” scan it is recommended to use it. The scan will repair “orphans”.

One way will be to select one of the “Backup all ʻCurrentVersionsʼ for ... “ options. This will be pretty fast
since the process doesnʼt care about Event-Project relations. The options will follow those rules for backup
types which have been set in the preferences.

"
You can create a backup of your event or project at any time. It doesnʼt matter where they are located. So
you may have moved an Event or Project to be invisible for Final Cut Pro X, either manually, using X-Files
Pro or any other software.
During a “backup scan” X-Files Pro will find all Events/Projects anywhere on locally attached volumes. Then
it will use the last modification date to compare to the latest backups. If the modification date of the “CurrentVersion” file is newer a new backup will be created.
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There are two kind of backups available. Both of them donʼt save any kind of media, render files etc. -- just
the pure Event or Project file.
The first one is the “Final Cut Pro X version” this means that X-Files Pro will create a new folder within the
event or project folder named “More Backups”. Then the event or project is copied to this folder and renamed
to the name structure Final Cut Pro X requires. So this only will happen when the modification date did
change or the “More Backups” folder is empty.
Finally itʼs more or less a version control with options similar those you have with Appleʼs Motion.
The second one is kind of a more “real backup”. In the preferences you can set up a backup folder or backup
volume. Running a backup batch process will first do the same thing as above. It compares modification
dates against last backup modification dates.
In case a newer version is found the “CurrentVersion” is copied as an archive “.zip” file to the backup folder.
It is highly recommended that the backup folder is on a local or remote folder which is not used with Final
Cut Pro X.

To restore an Event or Project you have to quit Final Cut Pro X (you can do this by “cmdopt-X “ in X-Files Pro).
X-Files Pro will create a folder structure inside the backup folder. This structure never
should be changed -- unless you really know what you are doing.

How to restore backups see the next chapter.

Some examples of the different approaches for backups.
An example for “Versioning”

As you can see there is the standard Final Cut Pro X structure plus a folder named “More Backups”.
Final Cut Pro X doesnʼt care about this folder. It only will take care of the “Backups” folder and only in case
the “.fcpproject” or “.fcpevent” file is corrupted.
While “.fcpproject” files are some kind of easy to handle, “.fcpevent” files are not that easy. If a an Event is
not found Final Cut Pro X will create a new one, which in many cases has not too much in common with your
original Event.

An example for “Real backups”
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In this example the “Dropbox” is used as backup folder (for details about Dropbox).
As said earlier there is a folder structure which not should be changed.
At the root level there is a folder named “Volumes”. This folder contains all volumes of your local computer
which where mounted at the time of the backup and contained any Final Cut pro X relevant data. The folders
-- or better their contents -- donʼt have to visible for Final Cut Pro X, they can be anywhere, but they just contain relevant data for Final Cut Pro X.
So the folder names can be anything -- you might have used a folder “I dont need that at the moment” and
moved your Events or Projects to this folder to be invisible for Final Cut Pro X, you might have used X-File
Pro to move the things or an application like Event Manager X -- everything will be backuped and can be
restored to the location it originally had been located.
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Restoring a CurrentVersion from a backup
Those file names of backup files do look pretty cryptic at the first glimpse. They do follow the naming convention that Final Cut Pro X uses for backup files.
So itʼs “YYYYMMDD-HHMMSS+time zone”. The “Yʼs” are for year, the “Mʼs” for month, the “Dʼs” for days, the
“Hʼs” for hours, the second “Mʼs” for minutes, “Sʼs” for seconds.
There are several ways to restore an Event or Project.

In any case you must quit Final Cut Pro X.

First option.
Once you have done a complete “Event & Project” scan you can select an Event or Project and use either
the “Restore from Version” button (cmd-shift-B) or the “Restore from Backup” button (cmd-opt-B). X-Files pro
will search for available versions and will open a new panel which will allow to select one of those -- in case
any are available.

"
In first case the “Restore from Version” the “CurrentVersion” is swapped with the selected backup version.
The second choice “Restore from Backup” just replaces the “CurrentVersion” with the selected backup version.
Second option.
You can restore an Event or Project without the complete scan. Just drag a “.fcpevent”, “.fcpproject” or “.zip”
file onto the X-File Pro application icon. The application will restore the fileʼs original path and replace or
even create the Event or Project.
In this case the versions are not swapped but replaced.
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Other Tools
Delete all Render Files
This will delete all Final Cut Pro X render files on any local volume.
Delete all Old Project Versions
This will delete all Final Cut Pro X project files with older versions on any local volume.
Quit Final Cut Pro X
This will quit Final Cut Pro X immediately regardless of any background things Final Cut Pro X is doing at
this time.
Launch Final Cut Pro X
Pretty obvious function.
Launch copyCards
copyCards is an embedded application which allows to copy camera cards and make secure backups for
them. To learn more about copyCards read the help which comes along with copyCards.
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Known issues
Some function are not activated or missing.
As always there might be other unknown issues as well.

System Requirements
Apple Intel (the faster the better).
4 G RAM (more = better), enough space for virtual memory
MacOS X 10.6 +
Final Cut Pro X 10.0.6 +

Fine print
As always use the app on your own risk. I'm not responsible for any damages that might happen.
Support is based on a 'I've spare time this moment', so you may have to wait for a few days to get a response. But I'll do my best.

For further information contact:
Andreas Kiel
Nelkenstr. 25, D-76135 Karlsruhe
Phone: +49 721 597 846 16
eMail: kiel@spherico.com
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